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Abstract. In this study, an analysis of distribution of the torsion angles Ω between 

helical axes in pairs of connected helices found in known proteins has been 

performed. The database for helical pairs was compiled using the Protein Data 

Bank taking into account the definite rules suggested earlier. The database was 

analyzed in order to elaborate its classification and find out novel structural 

features in helix packing. The database was subdivided into three subsets according 

to criterion of crossing helix projections on the parallel planes passing through the 

axes of the helices. It was shown that helical pairs not having crossing projections 

are distributed along the whole range of angles Ω, although there are two maxima 

at Ω = 0° and Ω = 180°. Most of helical pairs of this subset are pairs formed by α-

helices and 310- helices. It is shown that the distribution of all the helical pairs 

having the crossing helix projections has a maximum at 20° < Ω < 25°. In this 

subset, most helical pairs are formed by α-helices. The distribution of only α-

helical pairs having crossing axes projections has three maxima, at –50° < Ω < –

25°, 20° < Ω < 25°, and 70° < Ω < 110°.  

 

Key words: structural motifs of proteins, point model, helical pairs in proteins, torsion 

angle between the axes of helices. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

This paper as well as [1, 2] deals with recognition and analysis of various structural motifs 

formed of two neighboring helices connected by one or more nonhelical amino acid residues. 

The protein molecules to be analyzed were taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [3].  

The rules for selecting helical pairs from the database of protein structures have been 

described in [1, 2] where helical pairs formed by α-helices, 310 –helices and π-helices in 

different combinations have been studied. It was shown that in the total number of helical 

pairs there are 72.16 % of α-helices, 27.73 % of 310-helices, and 0.1 % of π-helices. Although 

α-helices prevail (72.16 %), the helical pairs consisting of two α-helices account for only 

54.7 % of the total number of helical pairs. The helical pairs formed of 310 –helices account 

for 45 %, the pairs formed of π-helices account for less than 0.2 %. It was also shown that 

most of the helical pairs (45 %) not having crossing projections are formed of α-helices and 

310-helices. In the subset of helical pairs having crossing projections, the pairs formed of two 

α-helices prevail (59 %). In the subset of pairs having crossing axes projections, the helical 
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pairs formed of two α-helices are predominant (87.5 %). The number of helical pairs not 

having crossing projections is equal to the number of helical pairs having crossing 

projections, each contributing 44 % to the total number of helical pairs. The rest 12 % are 

accounted for by the structures having crossing axes projections. This means that most of 

helical pairs in proteins (56 %) have crossing projections.  

In the above-cited papers, we studied interhelical distances [1], angles between the helical 

axes, and the number of amino acid residues between the helices [2] in the helical pairs 

selected in accordance with special rules suggested for selecting helical pairs from the 

proteins available in the Protein Data Bank. It was shown that the distribution of all the types 

of helical pairs not having crossing projections covers practically the whole range of the 

angles with one maximum in the region of the right angle. Helical pairs formed of two α-

helices prevail in the subset of pairs having crossing axes projections. Most of these pairs 

have an acute angle (20 φ 50 )    between the helical axes. The interplane distance for all 

these structures is equal to 10 Å. The distribution of all the types of helical pairs belonging to 

the three subsets was analyzed for the length of the connections. It was shown that in all the 

subsets the structures with a short (from one to seven amino acid residues) connections 

prevail. We also demonstrated that in the subset of structures formed of two α-helices and 

having crossing axes projections, the structures with a connection consisting of five amino 

acid residues are predominant.  

In this study, we investigate torsion angles Ω between helical axes in the helical pairs of 

proteins. The analysis is made for interhelical interactions between neighboring helices 

connected by connections of different lengths and conformations. In other papers [4–8], 

investigations were carried out for interhelical interactions in proteins regardless the number 

of amino acid residues between the helices and without considering their conformations. Our 

research is performed for a set of helical pairs of proteins registered in the PDB not taking 

into account the protein classifications. As a rule, such classifications are based on the 

features of the secondary and tertiary structure of proteins [9]. In the future we are planning to 

study structural features of helical pairs in each class of proteins.  

Compilation of such databases and their investigations are of particular value as it enables 

to researchers to find out novel structural motifs having unique overall folds of the 

polypeptide chain and new features of protein structure [10]. The structural motifs formed by 

two neighboring α-helices connected by relatively short connections are described in [11–13] 

and are shown to be compact spatial structures. It is also known from literature that α-helices 

pack in one of three characteristic arrangements, aligned parallel or antiparallel, orthogonal, 

or slanted. Some examples of such packings in α-α-corners, α-α-hairpins, L-shaped and V-

shaped structures have been studied [12], however a comprehensive analysis of these motifs 

in all the proteins available in the PDB has not been made yet.  

RESEARCH SUBJECT 

We took from the PDB all the structural motifs formed of two helices of any type 

arranged one after the other in a polypeptide chain and connected by constrictions of different 

lengths and having different conformations. The total number of the helical pairs selected was 

2206605 [1, 2]. Among them 1207742 structures are formed by two α-helices, 821798 

structures by α-helices and 310-helices, and 172877 structures by two 310-helices, 3291 

structures by α-helices and π-helices, 896 structures by the 310-helix and the π-helix and 1 

helical pair by two π-helices. In total, we have analyzed 100397 protein structures, 66546491 

amino acid residues and 384666 polypeptide chains. The large amount of the data processed 

provides sufficient reliability of the results.  
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METHODS 

In order to investigate the structural motifs of proteins we elaborated special rules for 

recognition and selection of helical pairs. They are described in [1, 2] and given here for 

completeness and consistency of presentation.  

Analysis of the secondary structure of the polypeptide chains is made by a method 

developed by the authors of the Dictionary for Secondary Structure of Protein [14] which 

implies helical sites. Helices of three different types have been analyzed: the first type is α-

helix or H in DSSP notation, the second type (G-helix) involves 310-helices, the third type (I-

helix) is π-helix.  

A candidate for the structure sought-for is a protein site containing two helices of any 

length and conformation and a protein strand between the helices called a constriction. All 

such structures can also be described in terms of the helices they contain.  

For each helix of the structure, we find the axis of the cylinder around which it is wound. 

The axis of the cylinder is determined by the least square method which implies minimizing 

the deviation of the helical parameters from those of an ideal helix [15, 16]. The quality of the 

axes assessment is characterized by the value of the root mean-square deviation. Only the 

helices (and accordingly, the structures) for which the accuracy of the assessments satisfies a 

certain predetermined criterion are selected.  

Two helical axes completely determine the three dimensional arrangement of two 

cylinders of the helical pair. It is known that one can place two parallel planes onto two 

noncrossing right lines so that the first line would belong to the first plane, while the other one 

– to the second plane. The axis lying on one plane can be projected onto the other one. Thus, 

the three dimensional arrangement of the cylinders is fully described by the distance between 

the parallel planes and the axes projections onto the plane.  

All the helical pairs selected are subdivided into three subsets according to criterion of 

crossing helix projections on the parallel planes passing through the axes of the helices:  

– subset {A} involves the helical pairs not having crossing projections; 

– subset {B} involves the helical pairs having crossing projections except for the helical 

pairs where the overlapping polygon [17] contains the cross point of the helical axes 

projection;  

– subset {C} involves the helical pairs for which the overlapping polygon contains the 

cross point of the helical axes projection.  

Point model and determination of the interhelical distances, interhelical angle and 

torsion angle between the axes in helical pairs  

From known coordinates of the points A1, A2, B1 and B2, which are the initial and finite 

points of the axes of two helices we calculate coordinates of the vectors 2 1А А , 1 2В В . The 

point model of the helical pair is shown in Fig. 1.  

From the viewpoint of mutual arrangement of helices, three distances naturally come up. 

The first one is the interplane distance d. As known, it is possible to place in unique way two 

parallel planes onto two noncrossing right lines so that the shortest distance between the 

planes is the same as the distance between the lines. The distance between the right lines on 

which the cylinder axes lie will be called the interplane distance d of a helical pair. The 

second characteristics of the helical pair is the shortest distance r between the cylinder axes. 

Obviously, the minimum value of r will always be less than the interplane distance d, and it is 

equal to the interplane distance d only in the case when the projections of the helical axes of 

helical pairs intersect. The leg l (
2 2l r d= − ) is the third distance which describes the 

relative arrangement of helical cylinders in a helical pair.  
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Fig. 1. Point model of a helical pair. The axes of the pair are shown. The interval [A1, A2] is the axis of 

the cylinder of the first helix, [B1, B2] is the axis of the cylinder of the second helix.  

 

The interhelical angle φ is an angle between the vectors lying on the helical axes where 

the origin of the first vector is the end of the first helix and the end of the first vector is the 

origin of this helix, while the second vector originates at the origin of the second helix and the 

end of the second helix is the end of the second vector. The value of angle φ has no sign and 

is determined without regard for the structures chirality.  

 

Fig. 2. Determination of the torsion angle Ω between the helical axes. 

 

Let we have four points A1, A2, B1, B2, which are the original and terminal points of the 

axes of two helices and three vectors 2 1А А , 2 1A В , and 1 2В В . If we place points A1, A2 and B1 

onto the coordinate plane XY in such a way that the point A2 be at the coordinate origin, while 

the point A1 – on the positive direction of the axis OX+, then we have an angle between the 

axis OX+ and the projection of the vector 1 2В В  (which is called a torsion angle Ω between the 
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helical axes) onto the plane XY. The anticlockwise direction is considered to be a positive 

angle (0 180 )      while the clockwise direction is believed to be a negative angle

( 180 0 )−      .  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We investigated torsion angles Ω between the helical axes in the helical pairs of proteins. 

All recognized and selected helical pairs were subdivided into three subsets according to the 

criterion of crossing helix projections on the parallel planes passing through the axes of the 

helices [1]. Besides, all the helices selected were classified by the type of helices in the 

structures analyzed. For example, the helical pair HH consists of two H type helices (α-

helices), HG-motifs are formed of two helices one of which is an H type helix (α-helix), while 

the other is a G type helix (310-helix); the helical pair of GG type is formed of two G type 

helices.  

 

Fig. 3. Distribution of different-type structures belonging to different subsets depending on the torsion 

angle Ω. (along the x-axis – the torsion angle Ω s; along the y-axis – the actual number the structures 

selected; the blue line НН indicates the structural motifs of the proteins formed of two α-helices; the red 

line HG – motifs formed of α-helices and 310-helices; the yellow line GG – motifs formed of 310-helices. 

{А}, {В} and {С} are subsets of helical pairs selected according to the criterion of crossing helix 

projections). 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the distribution of different-type structures belonging to different 

subsets depending on the torsion angle Ω. It is obvious from Figure 3 that the structures 

belonging to different subsets differ considerably. The upper graph demonstrates the 

distribution of the pairs belonging to subset {А} depending on the angle Ω. It is rather wide 

and covers nearly the whole range of Ω values. The distribution of the helical pairs of HH and 

HG types has two maxima at 0° and 180°. The distribution of the helical pairs of GG type is 

uniform over the whole range of Ω values.  

The central graph shows the distribution of the pairs belonging to subset {B} depending on 

the angle Ω. It is seen from the graph that the structures of the GG type are few and 
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distributed over the whole range of Ω values. The distribution of the helical pairs of HG type 

has a maximum for (20 25 )     . In the same region (20 25 )      there is a maximum 

of the distribution of the helical pairs consisting of two α-helices. Besides, there are three 

local maxima: for ( 15 10 )−     −  , for Ω ≈ –30° and for (140 150 )     . Prevaling in 

this subset are the structures formed of two α-helices. 

The lower graph demonstrates the distribution of the pairs belonging to the subset having 

crossing axes projections depending on the torsion angle Ω. It is seen that the numbers of 

pairs of GG and HG type are few and they are distributed over the whole range of Ω values. 

The vast majority of the structures from this subset are helical pairs of HH type. The 

distribution of the helical pairs belonging to subset {C} differs considerably from the 

distributions of the pairs belonging to subsets {А} and {В}. These helical pairs demonstrate 

distribution with two maxima lying in the region of acute angles: one – in the region of 

negative Ω values ( 50 25 )−     −  , the other – in the region of positive Ω values 

(20 25 )     . The dip of the distribution corresponds to the angle Ω = 0°, notice that for 

Ω = 0° there are no helical pairs at all. They are also lacking for Ω ( 180 160 )−     −   and 

(160 180 )     . It should be noted that in the region of negative Ω values the distribution 

of the pairs is more localized, while in the region of positive Ω values the scattering is wide 

and a local maximum for (60 110 )     is observed. 

 
Table 1. Statistical estimates of the distribution of torsion angles Ω in the region of negative 

and positive Ω values for helical pairs of different types belonging to subsets {В} and {С} 

Statistical 

estimates 

Torsion angles Ω in the region of 

negative Ω values for helical pairs 

of different types  

Torsion angles Ω in the region of 

positive Ω values for helical pairs of 

different types  

HH HG GG HH HG GG 

mode {B} –18.3 –30.55 –127.07 22.24 30.99 46.47 

median {B} –53.39 –57.67 –61.3 64.04 59 69.01 

mean {B} –63.78 –63.74 –69.89 73.8 66.68 73.41 

std{B} 46.87 43.04 49.4 51.56 46.37 47.38 

mode {C} –37.69 –94.46 –26.89 16.25 81.13 20.87 

median {C} –49.37 –81.27 –73.18 64.86 77.55 64.59 

mean {C} –55.35 –78.53 –77.24 66.02 77.65 69.78 

std {C} 27.26 26.5 37.78 37.94 28.41 37.36 

 

Table 1 lists statistical estimates of the distribution of torsion angles Ω in the region of 

negative and positive Ω values for the helical pairs of different types belonging to subsets {В} 

and {С}. The table presents the main parameters of the histograms shown in Figure 3.  

Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of the helical pairs formed of two α-helices belonging 

to different subsets depending on the torsion angle Ω and the constriction length. The upper 

diagram demonstrates the distribution of the helical pairs belonging to subset {А}. It is clearly 

seen that the distribution is rather wide and covers nearly the whole range of Ω values and the 

whole spectrum of constrictions. This distribution demonstrates maxima in the region of 

negative ( 180 165 )−     −  and positive (150 180 )      Ω values for the constriction 

length equal to 1 (NP = 1). There is a local maximum at 0°, while the constriction length falls 

on the interval )101(  pN . 
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Fig. 4. Distribution of helical pairs of HH type belonging to different subsets depending on the torsion 

angle Ω and the constriction length Np. Along the x-axis – the torsion angle Ω is, along the y-axis – the 

number of aminoacids between the helices. {А}, {В} and {С} are subsets of helical pairs selected 

according to the criterion of crossing helix projections. On the right-hand side there is a scale for 

correspondence between the color (from white to black) and the number of helical pairs. 

 

The central diagram shows the distribution of the pairs formed of two α-helices belonging 

to subset {B} depending on the angle Ω and the connection length. The distribution has two 

maxima: on the interval ( 25 50 )−       for the connection length )81(  pN  and on the 

interval (125 165 )     for the connection length NP = 1. As seen, there are many these 

structures. It should be noted that the distribution demonstrates one local maximum on the 

interval (125 165 )      for the connection length )1812(  pN . But these constructions 

are significantly fewer than the constructions whose connection consists of one amino acid 

residue (NP = 1) and the torsion angle between the helical axes is in the region of

(125 165 )     . 

The lower diagram presents the distribution of the pairs belonging to subset having 

crossing axes projections depending on the angle Ω and the constriction length. It is seen that 

the helical pairs consisting of two α-helices are lacking in the regions of ( 180 100 )−     −  , 

( 15 10 )−       and (150 180 )      for any connection length. It should be noted that the 

distribution is rather localized. A good deal of the pairs have a torsion angle Ω in the region of 

( 100 20 )−     −   and the connection length NP in the range of )73(  pN . A maximum 

is observed on the interval ( 55 25 )−     −  . A fairly large number of the structures have 

angle Ω in the region of (10 50 )      and the connection length )52(  pN . Maximum 

of the distribution is observed for (10 20 )     . There is also a local maximum for 

(70 110 )      and the connection length )1810(  pN . 

Investigating the distribution of helical pairs of HH type belonging to different subsets 

depending on the torsion angle Ω and the connection length Np it may be noted that most of 

the pairs formed of two α-helices have a short constriction.  
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Figure 5 shows the distribution of the helical pairs of HH type that belong to different 

subsets depending of the torsion angle Ω and the interplane distance d. The upper diagram 

presents the distribution of the helical pairs formed of two α-helices belonging to the subset of 

helical pairs not having crossing projections. The distribution of these structures is rather wide 

and covers nearly the whole range of Ω and d values. The distribution of helical pairs of HH 

type demonstrates two maxima for Ω equal to 0° and 180° and the interplane distance in the 

range from 1 Å to 3 Å. It should be noted that for d > 5 Å, there are no helical pairs in the 

range of the above indicated Ω values.  

 

Fig. 5. Distribution of helical pairs of HH type belonging to different subsets depending on the torsion 

angle Ω and the interplace distance d. Along the x-axis – the torsion angle Ω, along the y-axis – the 

interplane distance between the helices. {А}, {В} and {С} are subsets of helical pairs selected according 

to the criterion of crossing helix projections. On the right-hand side there is a scale for correspondence 

between the color (from white to black) and the number of helical pairs. 

 

The central diagram presents the distribution of the helical pairs consisting of two α-

helices belonging to the subset of helical pairs having crossing projections depending on the 

torsion angle Ω and the interplane distance d. It is shown that the distribution of these 

structures has a maximum for Ω values in the range of ( 10 10 )−       and the interplane 

distance in the range from 1 Å to 2 Å. There are also three local maxima: on the intervals

( 90 40 )−     −   and (10 40 )      for d varying from 7 Å to 10 Å, and on the interval 

(140 170 )      for d ≈ 3 Å.  

The lower diagram shows the distribution of the pairs belonging to the subset having 

crossing axes projections depending on the angle Ω and the interplane distance d. It is clearly 

seen that the distribution is strongly localized. Among the pairs analyzed there are no 

structures having the interplane distance d < 7 Å and d > 12 Å and the torsion angle Ω in the 

range of ( 180 80 )−     −  , ( 10 10 )−       and (140 180 )     . There are two 

maxima: in the range of negative Ω values ( 60 30 )−     −   and in the range of positive Ω 

values (Ω ≈ 20°). One more peak is observed in the region of (80 100 )     , however the 
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number of helical pairs with Ω ≈ 90° is much fewer. For all the indicated localizations of the 

helical pairs belonging to subset {С}, the interplane distance is in the range from 7 Å to 12 Å, 

the maximum corresponding to d ≈ 10 Å, which is associated with steric constrains for the 

helical pairs from this subset [18–22]. 

In this paper we also analyzed the distribution of the helical pairs of HH type belonging to 

different subsets depending on the angle φ and the torsion angle Ω between the helical axes. 

The results of investigation of interhelical angles φ in structural motifs formed of two helices 

such as helical pairs of HH type were published in [3]. The interhelical angle φ is an angle 

between the vectors lying on the helical axes where the origin of the first vector is the end of 

the first helix and the end of the first vector is the origin of this helix, while the second vector 

originates at the origin of the second helix and the end of the second helix is the end of the 

second vector. The value of angle φ has no sign and is determined regardless of the structure 

chirality.  

Figure 6 demonstrates the distribution of the helical pairs of HH type belonging to 

different subsets depending on the angle φ between the helical axes and the torsion angle Ω. 

As is clearly seen, the distributions of the structures belonging to different subsets are 

identical. The only difference is that the distribution of the pairs belonging to subset {А} is 

wider than those of the structures belonging to subsets {В} and {С}.  

 

Fig. 6. Distribution of helical pairs of HH type belonging to different subsets depending on the angle φ 

and the torsion angle Ω between the helical axes. Along the x-axis – the torsion angle Ω, along the y-axis 

– the angle φ between the helical axes. {А}, {В} and {С} are subsets of the helical pairs selected 

according to the criterion of crossing helix projections. On the right-hand side there is a scale for 

correspondence between the color (from white to black) and the number of the helical pairs. 

 

The upper diagram presents the distribution of the helical pairs belonging to the subset of 

the structures having crossing projections and formed of two α-helices depending on the angle 

φ between the helical axes and the torsion angle Ω. It is seen that for all the pairs, the value of 

the angle φ is approximate equal to the value of the torsion angle Ω. It should be noted that 

this is true for all the structures from to all the subsets. The distribution of the pairs belonging 
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to subset {А} demonstrates two maxima: in the range of negative Ω values 

( 170 160 )−     −   and in the range of positive Ω values (150 180 )     , while the angle 

φ between the helical axes in both the cases has the values in the range of (150 φ 160 )    . 

There are also many helical pairs whose angle φ and the torsion angle Ω are approximately 

equal to 0°. 

The central diagram shows the distribution of the helical pairs belonging to subset {В} 

depending on the angle φ and the torsion angle Ω between the helical axes. This distribution 

is more localized and can be presented as φ  . Notice, that most of the structures are 

localized in the regions ( 90 30 )−       and (30 φ 90 )    . There is one more maximum 

for φ ≈ 150° и Ω ≈ 150°. It can also be seen that a fairly large number of the pairs have the 

angles φ ≈ 150° and Ω ≈ 90°. 

The lower diagram presents the distribution of the helical pairs consisting of two α-helices 

belonging to the subset of helical pairs having crossing axes projections depending on the 

angle Ω and the angle φ between the helical axes. It should be noted that among the helical 

pairs analyzed there are few or no structures with Ω values in the range of 

( 180 120 )−     −   and φ values in the range of (120 φ 180 )    . The structures in which 

the torsion angle Ω and the angle φ between the helical axes are in the vicinity of 0° 

(φ ≈ Ω≈ 0°) are also lacking. There are two maxima in the region of acute angles: one in the 

regions of ( 60 30 )−     −   and (30 φ 60 )     and the other – in the regions of 

(5 40 )      and (10 φ 45 )    , and one local maximum in the regions of 

(70 110 )      and (120 φ 140 )    . 

CONCLUSION 

We analyzed the distribution of the torsion angles between the helical axes in the pairs of 

connected helices. This paper continues our earlier work on overall investigation of helical 

pairs. Earlier, we collected helical pairs from the structures of proteins available in the Protein 

Data Bank using special rules suggested for identifying helical pairs. We suggested a point 

model of helical pairs. The resulting set of helical pairs was analyzed in order to elaborate its 

classification and find out novel structural features in helix packing. The database was 

subdivided into three subsets according to criterion of crossing helix projections on the 

parallel planes passing through the axes of the helices. In our earlier work we investigated the 

interhelical distances, the number of amino acid residues between the helices and the 

interhelical angles in the structures selected. In the future we are planning to analyze the 

distribution of the areas and perimeters of polygons of the helices projections intersection in 

pairs of connected helices found in known proteins. Each work devoted to investigation of 

interhelical interactions in helical pairs provides new insights into structural motifs having 

unique packing of the polypeptide chain. So far there are no investigations in which all the 

motifs available in the PDB have been analyzed. 

In this study, we have analyzed the distribution of the helical pairs of different types 

belonging to different subsets depending on the torsion angle Ω between the helical axes. It 

was found that the distribution of all the helical pairs not having crossing projections covers 

nearly the whole range of Ω values and demonstrates two peaks at 0° and 180°. Most of these 

structures are the pairs consisting of α-helices and 310-helices. In the subset of helices having 

crossing projections, the pairs formed of two α-helices prevail. We also demonstrated that the 

distribution of the structures belonging to the subset of helices having crossing projections has 

a maximum at (20 25 )     . Besides, we have found that the helical pairs formed by two 

α-helices prevail in the subset of helical pairs having crossing axes projections. These helical 

pairs demonstrate distribution with two maxima lying in the region of acute angles: one – in 

the region of negative Ω values ( 50 25 )−     −  , the other – in the region of positive Ω 

values (20 25 )     and a local maximum for (60 110 )     .  
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We also analyzed the distribution of the helical pairs formed of α-helices belonging to 

different subsets depending of the torsion angle Ω and the interplane distance d. It was shown 

that the distribution of the structures formed of two α-helices not having crossing projections 

demonstrates a maximum for small values of d: from 1 Å to 3 Å and the torsion angle Ω≈ 0°. 

The distribution of the pairs having crossing projections has one more maximum at 180°. 

Among the structures having crossing projections, there are a lot of pairs whose torsion angles 

lie in the range of ( 90 40 )−     −   and (10 40 )      for d varying from 7 Å to 10 Å. We 

found that for all the pairs having crossing axes projections, the interplane distance d varies 

from 7 Å to 12 Å, reaching maximum at d ≈ 10Å. The torsion angles of these structures have 

three localizations: ( 60 30 )−     −  , Ω ≈ 20° and Ω ≈ 90°.  

The analysis of the distribution of the pairs formed of two α-helices belonging to different 

subsets depending on the torsion angle Ω and the connection length revealed that the vast 

majority of the helical pairs having crossing projections have a short connection (NP). The 

distribution of the structures formed of two α-helices having crossing axes projections 

demonstrates two maxima: in the region of negative Ω values ( 55 25 )−     −   and the 

connection length varying from 3 to 7 amino acid residues and the other – in the region of 

positive Ω values (10 20 )      and the connection length varying from 2 to 5 amino acid 

residues and one local peak in the region of (70 110 )     , the interhelical distance 

varying from 10 to 18 amino acid residues.  
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